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Above: It's amazing, but true, that
when desirable notes like the $10
National above were issued, nobody
was interested in collecting them
EVEN if they could afford to do so.
Author Q. David Bowers takes a
highly personal look at the "whos,"
"whys," and "hows" that this situa-
tion has changed dramatically over
the past century and a half.
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Paper Money
& the Collecting of it

By Q. David Bowers
A Bit of History

HE COLLECTING OF UNITED STATES COINS BEGAN
to be a popular pastime in a significant way in 1857, when the old
copper large cent was discontinued and the new, small copper-
nickel Flying Eagle cent took its place. All of a sudden (really, it

happened within the space of just a few months) hundreds of citizens desired to
pluck one coin of each different date from circulation. In practice, most were
able to build a set dating back to about 1816, except for the very elusive 1823.
Earlier dates beginning in 1793, while not unknown, were few and far between,
and when seen they were apt to be worn nearly smooth. Thus, in the late 1850s
the field of professional numismatics took form, with John K. Curtis of New
York City being the first dealer of prominence, soon joined by Augustus B.
Sage, Edward Cogan, Alfred Robinson, W. Elliot Woodward, and a dozen or
so others. By the middle years of the Civil War in the 1860s, rare coins were a
dynamic area of collecting interest.

Not so with United States currency.

Numismatists and Paper Money:
The 19th Century

In the 1860s, when changes to the American currency system were occur-
ring at an almost mind-boggling rate, there was virtually no interest in collect-
ing such paper money, although, in time, some numismatists began to save
Postage Currency and Fractional Currency notes. So far as the writer knows,
not a single collector aspired to save a crisp new Demand Note, or an Interest
Bearing Note, or a Legal Tender Note when such currency first appeared in
the channels of commerce. Regarding National Bank Notes, while some bank
officials may have saved notes as souvenirs now and then, there was absolutely
no numismatic interest. And, if during the Original Series period of the 1860s
some collector had wanted to form a set of one each of every note-issuing bank
of a particular state, there was no source of information available. No one had
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Dave Bowers has been a numismatist since he first learned in 1952 that it might be possible to find a "treasure" in
pocket change—a 1909-S V.D.B. cent that at the time might be worth—gee whiz!—as much as $10. He never did find one,
but he did go on to enjoy coins, tokens, medals, and paper money immensely and to become a professional numismatist.

In this article Dave reflects upon the evolution of interest in collecting paper money, via remarks he wrote in 1999 in
connection with his firm's sale at auction of the Harry W. Bass, Jr., collection of paper money (with many gems from the
Schermerhorn and Philpott collections in particular), here updated and expanded.

One of Dave's greatest interests is in the history of paper money, and at present he is carefully studying the issues con-
nected with New Hampshire, from colonial times to 1935, with the thought of creating a book, with David M. Sundman as
co-author. It was recently announced that the imprimatur of the Society of Paper Money Collectors will appear on the title
page. At right, Bowers and Sundman "arm wrestle" over a desirable note.

the slightest clue, other than seeing a note in person, as to whether a given
bank issued notes and, if so, in what denominations.

In the meantime the American Journal of Numismatics, launched in May
1866, always had articles on coins, sometimes articles on autographs, occasion-
ally notes on other collectibles, sometimes an item on colonial currency, but
not about what today we call large-size federal notes. Just to think—while
highly respected dealer W. Elliot Woodward, called "the lion of the day" by
the Journal, was excited about tokens, large copper cents, and even Indian arti-
facts, he was probably spending "Lazy 2" notes!

Reflecting a general lack of interest in the numismatic sector concerning
currency, even as late as 1894—by which time the collecting of coins had
reached a high order of sophistication—a popular book published by J.W.
Scott & Co., a guide viewed as essential to numismatists, did not include feder-
al issues, except for Fractional Currency. The reference is to Scott's Standard
Paper Money Catalogue, which, in keeping with 19th-century tradition, also had
a long subtitle, "Including Colonial and Continental Notes, Old Bank Bills,
Issues by Merchants, Corporations, Etc., Confederate Bills, U.S. Fractional
Currency," and with the further sub-sub titles, "Illustrated, Fourth Edition;
carefully revised and corrected, all attainable specimens being marked with the
price at which they can be obtained from the publishers," no mention was
made of Legal Tender Notes, Demand Notes, or anything else. Even the sec-
tion relating to Fractional Currency occupied just 2 + pages. In fairness to the
Scott Standard Paper Money Catalogue, quite a bit of space was devoted to obso-
lete paper money, including 6+ pages to private and other notes issued within
the state of Virginia.

In 1885, United States Notes: A History of the Various Issues of Paper Money
by the Government of the United States, by John Jay Knox, deputy comptroller of
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currency at the Treasury Department, was published. Knox was "one of us," a

numismatist who in another connection is remembered as the most important

single figure in the creation of the trade dollar denomination. Knox was a col-

lector all his life, but what he had in the way of federal paper money I don't

know (but would like to find out!).

While I am on the subject of accomplished numismatists who wrote

about currency, I'll mention C.F. Childs, who at one time owned the "Sultan of

Muscat 1804 dollar." In a later era, in 1947, his book, Concerning U.S.
Government Securities: A Condensed Review of the Nation's Currency, Public Debt,
and the Market for Representative United States Government Loans 1635-1945,
reached print—however, it was not intended for a numismatic audience

(although Gene Hessler, researcher par excellence on U.S. bonds and securities

no doubt enjoys his copy), as there is little to excite collectors.

The masterpiece of research by John W. Adams, United States Numismatic
Literature, Volume I, Nineteenth Century Auction Catalogues, describes the great

publications of that era, enumerating each by the categories it contained,

including large cents, half cents, colonials, and other disciplines, among which

is U.S. paper money. Within each classification, a catalogue with high quality

material for a specialist in that area would be given an "A," one with medium

content a "B," and one of at least modest significance a "C." The aforemen-

tioned master cataloguer of the early part of the period, W. Elliot Woodward,

whose publications are so highly desired today, was active from 1860 to 1890.

Not one of his catalogues had even a mention of paper money in Adams' evalu-

ation, not even a gentleman's "C"! Ditto for the entire corpus of Chapman

brothers catalogues from the 1870s to the 1920s! In fact, only a few stray men-

tions of currency are given in Adams' entire text. To put it another way, a ref-

erence library of 19th century auction catalogues containing significant federal

currency notes, face values from $1 upward, could be carried in one hand!

Numismatists and Paper Money: 1901-1952
A decade or two later, in the early 20th century, interest in large-size fed-

eral notes remained negligible. Farran Zerbe, in his traveling exhibition,

"Money of the World" (which later became the Chase Bank Money Museum

and, still later, was dispersed with most things going to the Smithsonian

Institution), was one of the few interested in the subject. However, much of his

display was focused upon obsolete notes, not federal issues. A giant in the field

of paper money was David C. Wismer, of Hatfield, PA, whose monthly (with a

few exceptions) series on paper money commenced with the June 1922 issue of

The Numismatist and concluded years later in November 1936. Again, his inter-

est was in obsolete currency issued by banks prior to 1866, not in federal notes.

An early entrant to federal currency was George H. Blake, who in 1908—

it was about time—published the first listing of United States paper currency.

The circulation was not wide, and interest languished, although from then

through the 1930s a number of specialists were drawn into the field.

In August 1911 at the American Numismatic Association convention in

Chicago a rare "set" of the first Legal Tender Notes was displayed, ranging

from $1 to $500 denominations. Whether this was at all exciting to viewers at

the time is not known! What were these—early serial numbers, proof impres-

sions, a matched set of some sort, or what? Similar to Sherlock Holmes' curi-

ous case of the giant rat of Sumatra, the details today are only available to the

imagination.

In the 1930s, Blake was tapped by the heirs of Virgil M. Brand—his

brothers Horace and Armin—to appraise Brand's holdings of currency. Blake

then offered the appraisal price less 10% to buy it. Horace was warm to the

idea, but Armin was not, and later the notes were marketed through B. Max

Mehl. Unfortunately, no listing of the currency is known to exist. What trea-
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sures must have been involved, since Brand was the most acquisitive of all
numismatists in the general span from 1890 until his passing in 1926.
Meanwhile, larger denomination notes had been spent (read this and weep; the
same thing happened to many of Brand's high-denomination gold coins).

George Blake was also in contact with Col. E.H.R. Green. (I have some
old Blake correspondence that I will have to find one of these days.) In the
1920s when the new Series of 1929 six-subject note sheets were printed, Blake
was instrumental in having Green amass a quantity.

Albert A. Grinnell, who was born in New York, became a principal of
Grinnell Brothers Music Stores in Detroit—a chain which sold music boxes,
phonographs, player pianos, and much more—simply loved paper money, and
formed a truly immense collection. He seems to have been particularly active
from about 1911 through the Depression years of the 1930s, when with virtual-
ly no competition he acquired many National Bank Notes and, with only a few
other collectors in the field, bought many Legal Tender, National Bank, Coin
Notes, Silver Certificates, and other items.

In June 1943, B. Max Mehl sold some coins and other items from the
Grinnell cabinet, somewhat misleadingly indicating that this was the most
extensive collection of United States currency, which it was, but Mehl was not
the person selling it! There must have been a disagreement between Grinnell
and Mehl, because the main paper money collection was consigned to Barney
Bluestone, a Syracuse, NY, professional numismatist who had been a coin deal-
er since about 1926 and a second-tier coin auctioneer since 1931. Bluestone did
indeed handle many fine items in his own time, but his catalogues were not
particularly memorable, and only the most dedicated scholar is apt to know
much about him today. Sold in a series of seven sales from 1944 through 1946,
the Grinnell Collection auctions attracted only about a half dozen active bid-
ders at each event. William Donlon later recalled that the only buyers on hand
were F.C.C. Boyd, Harley Freeman, James Wade, Richard Saffin, and Herman
K. Crofoot, in addition to Donlon himself. Of course, these names were in
themselves a formidable line-up.

In this instance, it is probably correct to say that the Grinnell Collection
is more famous in retrospect—it has achieved legendary status among modern
scholars—than it was during the time of the sale itself. And, its status in history
is certainly justified. Today we can only reflect upon the treasures that were
offered, playing to an audience that numbered just a handful of bidders. Today
in the early 21st century we can only read and, perhaps, weep at what the
Grinnell Collection contained, this being but a sample: 35 National Gold Bank

8 6

Notes have stories to tell: (top) A $1 note on the Lake Bank of Wolfborough, Nov.
7, 1864, signed by cashier Abel Haley and president J.M. Brackett. The town name
should have been spelled Wolfeborough, with an "e," since it was named for colo-
nial hero Gen. John Wolfe. However, this misspelling appears on Lake Bank notes
as well as those of its successor. Once common, Lake Bank bills are rare today as
nearly all were redeemed for face value. The state of New Hampshire had very few
"broken" banks, fortunate for depositors but unfortunate for numismatists today!
Most obsolete NH notes are elusive now. (bottom) This $5 Series 1882 Brown
Back note of the Lake National Bank of Wolfborough delighted the late John
Hickman when the author showed it to him 20 years ago—it was the first reported
from the bank. Today, perhaps a half dozen others exist, including one turned in
for face value at another local bank in October, 2002! This , note is signed by
cashier Charles Parker, and vice president I.W. Springfield. Since Springfield was
owner of a local textile mill, he could easily sign bills because the bank's president
lived in another state).
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Notes, one $100 "Watermelon" Coin Note of 1890 and two $1,000 "Grand

Watermelon" Coin Notes, 3,300 National Bank Notes (including 750 from

Grinnell's home state of New York and 260 from his adopted state of

Michigan), and 43 examples of major currency errors, including two sheets of

notes with $10 faces and $5 backs which, offered in the final sale, realized

$3,550 each, or probably as much as a 1913 Liberty Head nickel would have

been worth at the time!

In the meantime, Colonel E.H.R. Green, who began collecting coins

during the World War I era, and who at one time owned all five known 1913

Liberty Head nickels (and, well-known in the philatelic field, all 100 of the

known 1918 24c inverted air mail stamps), also became a serious collector of

currency, old notes as well as the earlier-mentioned items that George Blake

persuaded him to acquire, these being six-subject Series of 1929 serial number

1 sheets.

However, Green made the mistake—as a number of others did—of stor-

ing many (but not all) of his notes in transparent cellulose acetate holders (the

same sort of material that was used in the early days for motion picture film).

These holders chemically reacted with the notes, and made them brittle. As a

result, when his estate was evaluated after his death on June 8, 1936, it was

found that many prized notes—including great rarities—had literally crumbled

to fragments, chips, and dust. It took eight armored trucks to move all of the

valuables in his estate to a vault in the Chase National Bank, New York City,

for safekeeping.

Eric P. Newman, a law student in St. Louis, desired to obtain a St. Louis

Refunding Certificate issued in the 1860s, and wrote to the Chase National

Bank to see if he could purchase the Green specimen. He was advised that this

was not possible, but it was possible to buy an entire group of currency in

which the St. Louis rarity would be included! This opened the door to many

purchases, which were originated by Newman and from which many coins and

notes were then sold through St. Louis dealer Burdette G. Johnson. (This is

from a recollection given by Newman at a testimonial dinner tendered for him

at the Explorers' Club, New York City, by the American Numismatic Society,

October 25, 1996). Johnson was in the right place at the right time in the

1930s, for earlier in the decade he was one of two appraisers (Henry Chapman

was the other) of the Virgil M. Brand estate.

There is a fortunate postscript to the above, in that the six-subject 1929

sheets were too large to fit into the cellulose acetate holders and were thus

spared from the chemical effects. However, upon the disposition of Green's

estate there was scant numismatic interest in such things, and while some were

saved, more were destroyed (the story is nicely told by Don C. Kelly in his

book on National Bank Notes).

In Chicago, cosmetics baron Alden Scott Boyer formed a large and

impressive collection of federal money through the $100 denomination, then

Robert H. Lloyd to Albert A. Grinnell

William Donlon
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circa 1932 sold it to B. Max Mehl, who in turn sold it to James M. Wade of
New York City, assistant cashier of the Chase National Bank. In 1956, the
Wade Collection was bought en bloc by Aubrey and Adeline Bebee; many notes
from this holding are now in the ANA Museum in Colorado Springs. In a
related numismatic context, after William H. Woodin's widow died in 1941,
Wade brokered hundreds of Woodin's pattern coins in a transaction with
F.C.C. Boyd. Although at one time Woodin served as Secretary of the
Treasury (Roosevelt's first man in the job), I am not aware that he collected
paper money.

By the way, Boyer at one time was president of the American Numismatic
Association and, further, he was one of the first hobbyists to systematically col-
lect California gold ingots by various assayers and, separately, coin-operated
pianos and orchestrions (in the early 1960s I was able to acquire a few pieces
from Boyer's holdings).

T. James Clarke, a paper box manufacturer in Jamestown, NY, and also
an ANA president, gathered many
fine 1861 and later federal notes as
part of his display which ranged
from colonial days onward.

The 1940s and 1950s brought
a new wave of enthusiasts. In New
Jersey William T. Anton, Sr.,
exhibited many scarce and rare
notes and was justifiably proud of
them. Bill Donlon, who was in the
amusement business in Utica (as a
theatre owner and also proprietor
of an arcade on Sylvan Lake), was
another aficionado, later publishing
a book on this subject. I recall visit-
ing with Bill in Utica circa 1963
and going to the storage building at
his amusement park—where he
invited me, as a collector and
restorer of such things, to help
myself to any old, inoperative
machines he had!

Louis S. Werner, the New York dealer, typically had some interesting
notes in stock and in the 1950s was one of relatively few to display such pieces
in his bourse cases at conventions. Nearly all were Legal Tender, Silver
Certificate, and other issues, not often National Bank Notes—although certain
varieties such as the "Lazy 2" Nationals were popular back then.

Dealers and Others
Perhaps spurred by the backwater of the Grinnell Collection and the

availability of notes on the market, more and more dealers added currency to
their offerings. Meanwhile, Texas became a focal point of interest with Amon
G. Carter, Jr., in Fort Worth, sparing no effort to put together a tremendous
holding, perhaps to continue the family numismatic traditions without dupli-
cating what his father had done (rare coins). In time, the Carter Collection
became known as the finest of its kind.

In Dallas, Robert F. Schermerhorn and W.A. Philpott, Jr., were central
to the specialty. Probably some readers today can remember when Philpott
used to preside over a bourse table with "gem" quality notes. He beat the drum
for ultra-quality in an era when many others did not care. Some of his adver-
tisements in The Numismatist are worth re-reading today in this context.

Harry X Boosel
1873 - 1873

1 Oct 73
Dear Bob,

When I worked in Washington D.0 -- 1936-
1939, the Treasury Dept. had available and
would sell you at face value, many of the large
size bills and notes. About 1938 I purchased
two 1923 $1 Silver Certificates (one a *), two
1917 $1 notes and two 1917 $2 notes, which I
still have!

I also got a couple of $10s with the Buffalo
and a couple of the $5s with Onepapa. Also
some small $ Red Seal Notes and later some
uncut sheets -- all are long since gone.

I do not recall if they had larger denomina-
tions (they must have had) but they did not
interest me since my annual salary at that time
was $1260-$1440.

Regards, Harry
P.S., All were Crisp Unc! Never issued.
--Harry X Boosel to Robert H. Lloyd
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In 1962 Aubrey Bebee offered this rare gem in Numismatic Scrapbook magazine.

Today as I write these words, I find it interesting—but true—that I could
dearly love a First National Bank of Gonic, NH, "Lazy 2" note in just VG
grade, but I would have a hard time admiring a 1901 $10 "Bison note" in the
same condition. The same dichotomy exists with coins: I could fall in love with
a rare VG-grade Gustin & Blake Hard Times token from Chelsea, Vermont,
but I would be hard pressed to get excited about an 1891-0 silver dollar in the
same grade (which I expect to see Mint State).

In the field of currency, such aspects as good margins and centering,
bright seals and serial numbers, and crisp Uncirculated condition are desirable
to collectors of "type notes," and, perhaps, essential to some, but National
Bank specialists are content with whatever grade they can find—unless the vari-
ety exists in quantity.

Returning to the Lone Star State, in Texas Tom Bain was early in the
currency game as were, by the end of the 1950s, Bob Medlar, John N. Rowe
III, and Mike Brownlee. In Cleveland, Stanley J. Roy seems to have built a fine
collection (at one time in the 1970s he told the writer that the Carter holding
was the "Hertz" of paper money cabinets, while his was the "Avis," reflecting
an advertising campaign of the time in which the Avis car rental company was
proud of being "number two" in its field). Stanley J. Roy could also spin a good
story—such as his being an aviator in World War I in France and in World
War II an undercover agent in the Caribbean! Of course, Amon Carter's biog-
raphy is in some instances stranger than fiction—many anecdotes could be
related.

What else to mention about the early days? Sometimes, paper money col-
lections "disappear," perhaps when the owners desire to sell them for cash, no
records kept. Such was the case with a marvelous holding of colonial and early
federal notes carefully assembled by an old-time New England numismatist.
Later, I learned that his heirs, eager to get what they thought was the very best
price and, at the same time, to avoid taxes, sold them to a Midwestern dealer
(not even a currency specialist) who offered "fast, confidential cash!" Probably,
they realized a tiny fraction of the market value of what they owned.

THE Book (1953)
A sea change in the hobby occurred in 1953 with the publication by

Robert Friedberg of Paper Money of the United States. For the first time in a
popularly circulated work, notes were arranged in order by legislative autho-
rization (Demand Notes, Legal Tender Notes, Compound Interest Treasury
Notes, etc.) and within those series by years and signature combinations.
Values were given. Illustrations were provided by those active in the field at the
time, including Robert Schermerhorn, Stanley James Roy, and William A.
Philpott, Jr., among many others.

The Friedberg book was immediately accepted, and subsequent editions
were published at intervals, typically of three or four years. Bob Friedberg was
a numismatic dynamo from the 1930s onward and worked with his brother,
Jack, in the management of the Coin and Currency Institute, Inc., published
several other books and, most absorptive of his time, operated leased coin
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shops or boutiques in 41 department stores. Another of his trade styles was the
Capitol Coin Company, operated in the 1940s, which was a supplier to King
Farouk of Egypt. At the time, Farouk was the god from whom all blessings
flowed, money-wise, and to have the king as a client was tantamount to having
a good business year. The "Playboy King," as he came to be known, had as his
foremost numismatic supplier Hans M.F. Schulman, but a handful of other
dealers got their share, including Friedberg.

When the first edition of Bob Friedberg's book came out, few people
gave a whit about National Bank Notes, and, accordingly, very little space was
devoted to them. For an interesting exercise, if you have a numismatic library
in depth, check the various later editions and see how the listings have expand-
ed tremendously! (At the same time there has been little change in, for exam-
ple, Legal Tender Notes.)

Writers and Researchers
The Paper Money of the United States book opened the floodgates to a rip-

tide of interest, and after 1953 the hobby of currency collecting became widely
recognized.

There was a lot of work to do, as reflected by Robert H. Lloyd, who in
January 1934, in an article in The Numismatist, "Collecting Paper Money," rued
such listings as "$1 bill, red seal, Unc." The type of note, signature combina-
tion, date of issue, and other information was not provided!

Lloyd reminded prospective cataloguers that: "Signature combinations
are of major importance and run throughout the series. Comparatively few
issues are found with only one set of signatures, while some issues have a dozen
or so." SPMC recently acknowledged Lloyd's contributions by according him
its coveted Honorary Life Membership.

He further stated that currency should be described as "United States
Note," "Silver Certificate," or in some other appropriate manner. Numismatics
was still in the antediluvian era -- especially the paper oney collecting side of it
-- perhaps further forward than in the days of Woodward and the Chapman
brothers, but hardly with any degree of sophistication!

Evolution of Paper Money Collecting
Then came changes. Over the years, especially since the 1950s, much

attention has been paid to federal paper money. Students such as Douglas B.
Ball (amazing stuff he has unearthed!), D.O. Barrett, Colin R. Bruce III, Elvira
Clain-Stefanelli, Courtney Coffing, James J. Curto, Grover C. Criswell,
Herman K. Crofoot, Richard Doty (now in 2003 the curator of the National
Numismatic Collection at the Smithsonian), Jack Fisher, John J. Ford, Jr.,
Dennis Forgue, Martin Gengerke (who kept a data base on many varieties of
notes), Nathan H. Goldstein, Ted R. Hammer, Warren S. Henderson (who
years ago sent me Xerox copies of his Wolfeboro notes—it isn't right that he
should have Wolfeboro notes that I don't own! Or, perhaps it is. Oh well!)
emerged.

Others like Gene Hessler, John Hickman (ever eager to learn about a
newly discovered note on some obscure bank, and a ready listener), William R.
Higgins, Jr., Carroll E. Hilliard, Richard T. Hoober, Peter Huntoon, Don
Jensen, Charles M. Johnson, Don C. Kelly, Theodore Kemm, Chet Krause,
Frank A. Limpert (whose notable work, United States Paper Money Old Series,
1861 -1923, was published in 1948), and the aforementioned Robert H. Lloyd
added to the hobby's pool of information.

To the list can be added William Logan, Clifford Mishler, Waldo C.
Moore (prolific contributor to The Numismatist in the early 20th century—
combining great information with a pleasing style of writing), John Morris
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What collectors have learned over the years is that "the
thrill of the hunt" with paper money extends past filling
date/mint holes in folders to the history, lore and
romance of the time and period in which these notes cir-
culated. Above is an "authentic, actually used in com-
merce" $3 bill from the Wolfborough Bank, 1837.
Almost immediately after opening, this bank ran into
deep trouble, and then sharpers took over--and printed
and circulated vast numbers of bills with no backing.
The bank's building, constructed in the 1830s, looks
about the same today (except for the signs and wires!).

Bob Medlar

(who once owned a $5-$5-$5-$5 sheet of Series 1875 notes on Laramie,
Wyoming Territory), Thomas F. Morris, Dr. John Muscalus (publisher of little
monographs on vignettes, and a frequent attendee of coin shows years ago),
Dwight L. Musser, Ed Neuce, Eric P. Newman, Dean Oakes, Charles
O'Donnell, Leonard M. Owen, J. Roy Pennell, Jr., Robert V. Polito, J.E.
Ralph (of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing), Robert M. Ramsey, and
Wayte Raymond.

Also, briefly noted are Matt Rothert (collector and author who in 1955-
1957 was responsible for having IN GOD WE TRUST added to currency; one
of the first notes he sent me, personally autographed, is framed and on my
office wall), Fred Schwan, Neil Shafer, Austin M. Sheheen, Arlie R. Slabaugh,
Glenn Smedley, Steve Taylor, Louis Van Belkum (pioneer in the study of
National Bank currency; his 1968 study, National Banks of the Note Issuing Period
1863-1935, did much to change collector focus from Treasury signature com-
binations to geographical locations, as Don Kelly reminded me the other day),
George W. Wait (who over 20 years ago wanted me to do a book on New
Hampshire currency, but I demurred at the time, as my schedule would not
permit), Doug Walcutt, Gerome Walton, M.O. Warns, John Waters (early
associate of John Hickman), Bob Wilhite, and others—and this is just a short
list of writers and researchers on paper money subjects from the formative
years through the early 1980s—each helped to spread the word or to leave an
impression on me—either from knowing them personally or being aware of
their accomplishments.

Of course, any off-the-top-of-my-head list such as this is "dangerous"
since it is almost a given that once I see it in print I will remember some super-
obvious name that was important to me years ago! My deep apologies to any-
one omitted. Just write a "letter to the editor" and give credit where credit
should have been due!

Lee Hewitt's Nunzismatic Scrapbook published occasional informative as
well as newsy articles on paper money. And, it is only proper to mention the
late, lamented Essay Proof journal, which dealt with vignettes (stamps, currency,
securities, etc.), and the very much alive monthly Bank Note Reporter, the last
being one of many fine products of the Krause Publications empire. This peri-
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Texas was a hotbed of paper money enthusiasm in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s.
Two of the pioneers there were Amon Carter (left) and John Rowe (right)

odical was launched by Grover Criswell in January 1973 and has served paper
money collectors/dealers well ever since since. Harry Jones, who advertised in
the very first issue, is still prominent as a dealer today. Austin Sheheen, Fred
Schwan, George Wait and his associate Mayre Coulter, and a host of others
have contributed to printing and reprinting valuable items, and I could men-
tion many additional names.

To the preceding group of names can be added many fine dealers who
took up paper money as a specialty, collectors who mounted displays and
exhibits, and organizers of shows and conventions. NASCA was a pioneer in
combining useful historical information with numismatic data in its auction
catalogs. Today's auction catalogues are a far cry from what Robert H. Lloyd
observed in the 1930s, and often they contain excellent illustrations, rarity
information, and other useful data.

Evolution of this hobby continues, and although now in the early 21st
century we have some old-timers remaining, a great many new names of cur-
rent dealers and collectors -- familiar to you all, who regularly appear in the
pages of this magazine and elsewhere, but whom it would be unfair for me to
single out here -- could be added to any list that might be made up today in
2003.

Society of Paper Money Collectors Formed
At the American Numismatic Association Convention in Atlanta in

August 1961, local coin dealer Blaise Dantone hosted a party at his fine home.
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SPMC has played a major role in the
evolution of paper money collecting.
Shown are its founder Texas dealer
Hank Bieciuk, its first journal and first   
membership card. SPMC continues to
promote  the hobby four decades
later.
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Better reference works and more professional
cataloging have made the hobby of collecting
paper money more interesting and fun for
everyone. Today its possible to find dozens
even hundreds of other individuals interested
in the types of notes which also attract your
attention. So, for example, within the broad
field, the proliferation and growth of special
interest groups (SIGs) devoted to such specif-
is genres of paper money such as military cur-
rency, fractional currency, checks, bonds and
shares, national and regional paper monies,
error notes, emergency notes, ration items
and even food coupons "spread the gospel"
keeping likeminded collectors in touch.
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This clashed with a scheduled get-together of currency enthusiasts who had
hoped to meet the same evening to lay the groundwork for a special interest
group. Dantone invited the currency people to come to the festivities, and
among the clinking of glasses, laughter, and other good times, the Society of
Paper Money Collectors was formed. A steering committee composed of H.R.
(Hank) Bieciuk, chairman, Dr. Julian Blanchard, James J. Curto, Eric P.
Newman and Glenn B. Smedley, was charged to launch the group, which it
did.

Since that time, the SPMC and its aptly named journal, Paper Money,
have served as a focal point for research articles, advertisements, news and gos-
sip, and other information relating to the hobby. I can only admire my back
file of issues (created under the aegis of Barbara Mueller and Gene Hessler),
and current issues as well, under the editorial overview of Fred L. Reed III, for
all of the information at my fingertips.

Recalling the 1950s and 1960s
It might he relevant to mention some of my own experiences. I collected

my first paper money in the 1950s, later focused upon obsolete notes, and in
recent times have tried to acquire interesting currency from New Hampshire,
from colonial times to present. National Bank bills were in no particular
demand on the market, and often coin buyers would pay their invoices with
National Bank Notes—saying, in effect, "I've held these for years, and perhaps
you can find someone who would appreciate them." Strange to relate to day,
but true then!

I must tell this story: Some time ago I visited a personal friend who in the
early 1960s began collecting currency, including National Bank Notes, in an
era in which relatively few others did. Many years ago I gave him as a gift a
$100 Gold Certificate. All such Gold Notes were worth face value back then,
were around in some quantity, and were usually turned in at a bank for face
value, the legality of owning Gold Notes not being well defined (later, Amon
Carter encouraged legislation to "legalize" them—of which I could say much,
but will not do so now). During my recent visit he took out his bills, which he
had not examined for 20 years, and showed me the $100 Gold Certificate, and
reminisced about it. Then, I spied in a holder in his collection a $1 Original
Series bill from the Great Falls National Bank of Great Falls, NH, and suggest-
ed that he should part with it, in view of my interest in New Hampshire notes
being greater than his—and I made him a four-figure offer. He handed the bill
to me and said, "Take it—with my compliments!" Which I did!

Grover Criswell was once on the "I've Got a Secret" television program,
the secret being that he was a millionaire—in Confederate paper money!
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"From money to muffins"— the Great Falls National Bank of Great Falls, NH, which issued the Original Series $1 note men-
tioned by author Bowers in his commentary (shown on Page 92) is a bakery today. Although styles of dress and modes of trans-
portation have changed (note the woman in the large bonnet with the child in the foreground of the woodcut at left) in the last
century plus, very little else about the "look" of this building has except for its product!

Afterward, he extracted an 1861 $1000 Montgomery note from his pocket and
wowed the audience with the fact that once again it was worth its face value!
Grover had more Confederate bills than could be easily counted, and in addi-
tion in other series he loved weird denominations such as $4 and $7 bills from
various places. In the 1950s and 1960s there was a tremendous quantity of
obsolete notes available—bearing the imprints of state-chartered banks, of glass
factories, of railroads, and other issuers. Criswell had untold quantities of such
bills, as did Tatham Stamp & Coin Co. of Springfield, Mass. (until 1958, when
the owner committed suicide). It was not uncommon to see bundles of
"remainder" notes, dozens to, sometimes, hundreds or even more (as with the
Canal Bank of New Orleans) sheets.

Herman K. Crofoot, of Moravia, NY, dearly loved Francis E. Spinner,
Fractional Currency, and the endless memorabilia that Crofoot possessed from
the Spinner estate. One time in the 1950s or early 1960s, I believe, all of this
was up for sale, but no buyer could be found, and it ended up in the
Smithsonian—which, in retrospect is great. Crofoot was an attendee at the old
Empire State Numismatic Association conventions held at the Hotel Syracuse
in upstate New York and had many interesting stories to tell.

In another venue I recall driving across west Texas with John N. Rowe in
his Thunderbird in 1961, and stopping to see Bob Medlar, who at that time
lived in Lubbock (he later moved to San Antonio, where he set up shop in a
store on the first floor of a hotel a stone's throw across the plaza from the
Alamo). The object of our quest was rare currency, and I acquired an unusual
early Texas note plus a Legal Tender $5 with serial no. 1 (later, I realized that
more than one Legal Tender Note had a number 1 serial). In this exact same
year, 1961, a person at the Treasury Department who was redeeming for face
value "old bills" decided to cut out the state seals from the back of Original,
1875, and 1882 series of National Bank bills—and pasted them on a map
(which I later bought, complete with the Idaho, Colorado, and other nifty ellip-
tical seals in green and brown—but bittersweet to think, now, that the notes
themselves were destroyed).

Even within the hobby it was quite common for someone to have a $10-
$10-$10-$20 or other sheet on a "rare bank," and cut it apart into four notes,
thus maximizing the market value (today, I wince when in another field collec-
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John Hickman

Jim Haxby

tors and dealers cut apart yearly volumes of Hanger's Weekly to pluck out the
Winslow Homer illustrations, etc.).

In the 19th century various towns often had debating societies. Here is a
good subject for a modern debate should the SPMC ever want to have one at a
convention. The Carroll County National Bank of Sandwich, NH, issued 1,500
sheets of 1865 $5 Original Series notes, four subjects to a sheet. Today in 2003
not a single note is known, nor are any reported of other denominations.

Debate: "Resolved: If a sheet of such notes were to be found, it should be
cut apart to delight four different specialists in New Hampshire currency."

What do you think? Are you pro, with the argument that in this way sev-
eral people will be happy? Or, are you con, feeling that the sheet itself is worth
preserving as a treasure, and once cut apart it cannot be undone? As I write
these words, I don't know which side I would take!

The 1970s to Date
In the early 1970s my company was, I believe, Lyn Knight's single best

retail customer—Lyn had access to many fine bills, and we had many clients
who wanted to buy them. In that era I donated a collection of more than 500
different varieties of obsolete $3 bills to the ANA Museum in Colorado
Springs.

In 1974, the first edition of Gene Hessler's Comprehensive Catalog of
United States Paper Money was published and contained much historical infor-
mation not readily found elsewhere; ditto for his related book, United States
Essay, Proof and Specimen Notes. His book on bank note engravers is another
one I frequently use, for it contains information not available in any other sin-
gle source. If I want to know about Abner Reed, or the Jocelyn family, that is
where I look first.

Since the 1970s, The Currency Dealer Newsletter has served to furnish
monthly price quotations, especially on "type" notes. It was perhaps a logical
jump from that point to the staging of specialized conventions (especially the
International Paper Money Show held in Memphis), devoted to paper money,
and the formation in 1985 of the Professional Currency Dealers Association
(PCDA). The PCDA quickly became the paper money equivalent of the
longer-established (since 1955) Professional Numismatists Guild and has done
much to advance interest in the field, including the publication of informative,
indeed enticing, pamphlets. Meanwhile, Krause Publications of Iola, WI, put
out regular editions of its guide, Standard Catalog of U.S. Paper Money.

A new step in the evolution of the hobby has been the formation by Jess
Lipka of the Currency Grading and Authentication Service in the late 1990s.
As with all changes, not everyone agrees that there should be third-party grad-
ing services (since then, other services have appeared), and there is continuing
discussion as to what is and is not proper "cleaning" and "conservation" of
notes. I have been a collector of autographs, etc., for a long time. In that field it
is perfectly proper to conserve or repair an item, but with currency it seems to
be a no-no and few will openly admit doing it!

Still unresolved is what to call a paper money collector. Syngraphist has
been suggested as have notaphilist and scripophifist, but none of these roll off the
tongue easily, and syngraphist sounds faintly naughty! Years ago in the 1950s
the informal term was rag picker, but that is not heard much these days. Hank
Bieciuk, of Kilgore, Texas, often referred to himself as a "rag picker."

While a complete library of significant 19th-century federal paper money
auction catalogues could be carried in one hand, today it would take a large
box, and two hands to carry it, to cover just the catalogues of the past 25 years.
Or, perhaps an 800-pound gorilla would be required just to lift the pile. How
far we have come! Some of the productions of Lyn F. Knight, Currency
Auctions of America, and R.M. Smythe—to mention just three of many fine
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currency auctioneers—are in themselves works of art and history.
All along—for many years—I have been collecting paper money periodi-

cals and books and have enjoyed reading them for news of long ago—especially
for obsolete currency and "broken" banks. I have in my library a complete run
of Niles' Weekly Register, from 1811 on—an early day version of the Wall Street
Journal—with lots of information about new banks springing up in Ohio,
Kentucky, and elsewhere, the rise and fall of the Second Bank of the United
States, and more. Ironically, my set is the one that used to be in the Federal
Reserve System's reference library—but in the infinite wisdom of its caretaker
about 30 years ago it was tossed out, "because no one had used it lately" (and,
indeed, the little slips for checking the book out are not stamped!). I have a full
microfilm set of Banker's Magazine and Statistical Register—which is endlessly
fascinating (although a bit clumsy to use in this form). In many ways I enjoy
source material as much as the currency itself.

Li. . . what a fine heritage
we all have to draw upon . . ."

Today, in 2003, we all have the magic of computer imaging to let us see
in full living color many wonderful pieces of currency. I can keep my own col-
lection in the bank and with the touch of a button pull up a bright, colorful
Original Series note on the screen, or, for that matter, a postcard or stock cer-
tificate (which I also collect) relating to banks. What fun!

To me, to read is to learn is to enjoy. Just before completing this article I
spent the best part of a week looking through Peter Huntoon's latest manu-
script on the subject of National Bank Notes and making suggestions. I became
excited as all get-out, all over again! In fact, I've been invited to be a contribu-
tor, in a small way to the new book, and am arranging a chronicle of circulating
specie (silver and gold coins) vis-a-vis paper money from the 1860s to 1935,
covering the National Bank currency period. As you may know, the situation is
not particularly simple. In New York City in 1865 federal currency was every-
where and not a silver quarter or gold half eagle was in sight, while in San
Francisco in 1865 gold coins were in abundance, silver coins were less com-
mon, and not a single Legal Tender or National Bank Note was to be seen!

What a fine heritage we all have to draw upon—the contributions of
researchers, collectors, and dealers from generations ago, down to the exciting
research and discovery still going on today! •
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